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We introduce a reliable compressive procedure to uniquely characterize any given low-rank quantum
measurement using a minimal set of probe states that is based solely on data collected from the unknown
measurement itself. The procedure is most compressive when the measurement constitutes pure detection
outcomes, requiring only an informationally complete number of probe states that scales linearly with
the system dimension. We argue and provide numerical evidence showing that the minimal number of
probe states needed is even generally below the numbers known in the closely related classical phase-
retrieval problem because of the quantum constraint. We also present affirmative results with polarization
experiments that illustrate significant compressive behaviors for both two- and four-qubit detectors just by
using random product probe states.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Along with states and processes, measurements play a
fundamental role in quantum mechanics. Physical effects
observed from quantum protocols are, logically, sensitive
to the actual mechanisms of the detectors [1], especially
precision-sensitive protocols [2,3] and measurement-based
quantum computation [4–6]. Unambiguous characteriza-
tion of these elements is hence crucial to ensure the correct
functioning of protocols in which they are employed [7–
14]. More precisely, a quantum measurement is modeled
by a set of positive outcome operators that sum to unity,
which is also known as a positive operator-valued measure
(POVM). Characterizing such a POVM entails the identifi-
cation of all outcome operators by initializing input probe
states and inferring these operators from the corresponding
measurement data.
Although the explicit reconstruction of POVM out-
comes has regularly been discussed for photodetectors
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that are described by commutative elements [14–18], it
cannot be overemphasized that the complete tomogra-
phy of all measurement-outcome matrix representations
is of paramount importance especially for general quan-
tum information tasks that rely on noncommuting mea-
surements. For instance, the realization of optical homo-
dyne detectors that supply both phase and photon-number
information—an interpolation between Fock states and
quadrature eigenstates—requires the complete character-
ization of POVM outcomes to reveal their coherence
properties [19,20]. As another example, in optical quan-
tum computing where information is encoded with single-
rail qubits, the complete characterization of all noncom-
muting projections onto the entire single-rail Bloch ball
constructed from a variable displacement operator, pho-
todetector, and a feedback loop is certainly necessary
[21]. In discrete-variable settings, full detector tomogra-
phy has been proposed to reconstruct multiqubit POVMs
with noisy off-diagonal matrix elements in near-term quan-
tum devices as a solution to reduce readout errors [22]. It
should be quite obvious that partial measurements of only
a few properties (like photon-loss efficiencies and cross-
talk probabilities) of these highly sophisticated detectors
can never be used to conclude their performance, since a
huge amount of information about the off-diagonal matrix
elements is lost otherwise. For this reason, the termi-
nology “detector tomography” is, nowadays, practically
synonymous with POVM tomography.
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For d-dimensional quantum systems, d2 probe states
are necessary for this task with arbitrary measurements.
However, as practical measurements of high tomographic
power correspond to (nearly) pure outcomes [23–27],
exploiting this extreme rank deficiency can significantly
reduce the number of probe states. Previously, there have
been proposals based on the idea of compressed sens-
ing [28,29] to reduce the measurement settings required
to reconstruct low-rank quantum states [30–33], pro-
cesses [34,34–36], and complementary observables [37,
38]. These proposals, nonetheless, require the correct
knowledge about the maximal rank of the unknown state
or process in order to choose a highly specific compressed-
sensing measurement, which is difficult to justify in real-
istic scenarios. No compressed-sensing proposal has been
developed for detector tomography.
Recently, a paradigm for compressive quantum state and
process tomography [39–42] that does not depend on any
spurious a priori information has been established. It pro-
vides a built-in verification method that certifies if the
characterization is truly unique from the collected data.
We adopt a few aspects of the underlying framework
to formulate the theory of compressive quantum detec-
tor tomography (CQDT) by using a convenient set of
only O(rd) probe states to uniquely reconstruct any arbi-
trary quantum measurement of rank r. Interestingly, CQDT
generalizes a rather extensive literature on phase-retrieval
studies [43–46] where independent low-rank (positive)
matrices are reconstructed from classical intensity mea-
surements, which offers interesting mathematical results
for us to benchmark our compressive scheme.
In what follows, we present the theory of CQDT and
demonstrate its performance with several examples of
low-rank quantum measurements. Furthermore, we show
that the probe states needed to carry out CQDT can be
very general, and the minimal number of them can even
be lower than the minimal number required in phase-
retrieval problems, a close cousin to the problem of CQDT,
but without collective operator constraints (such as the
unit-sum and positivity constraints for POVMs). In par-
ticular, we highlight that this minimal number scales lin-
early with d for all rank-1 measurements instead of the
usual quadratic behavior. To showcase CQDT in real-
istic physical settings, we present experimental data for
both two-qubit and four-qubit measurements performed
using polarization encoding and confirm that the resulting
reconstructions are still highly compressive with real data.
II. COMPRESSIVE QUANTUM DETECTOR
TOMOGRAPHY
For d-dimensional systems, any quantum measurement,
or POVM, is defined as a set of M d-dimensional positive
operators that resolve the identity
∑M−1
j =0 j = 1. Data
collected with such a measurement on a given quantum
state ρ are statistically distributed according to the prob-
abilities pj dictated by Born’s rule: pj = tr{ρj }. The
Hermiticity of j implies that one needs at least d2 probe
states to uniquely reconstruct the unknown POVM if no
other additional steps are carried out.
On the other hand, common POVMs designed for
quantum-information protocols are either pure or at most
highly rank deficient. To put things into perspective, for
rank-r operators, specified by O(rd)  d2 parameters for
r  d, it should in principle be possible to utilize O(rd)
probe states to uniquely characterize every single POVM
element j . The reconstruction is also said to be infor-
mationally complete (IC). The purpose of CQDT is to
carry out this task without additional information about
the unknown POVM (which includes its rank). It applies
the uniqueness certification routine that directly inspects
all data to check if a reconstruction derived from said data
is unique or not.
To find the IC set of distinct probe states for character-
izing an unknown rank-r POVM in CQDT from ground
up, we formulate an iterative procedure that first feeds
the POVM with a randomly chosen probe state ρ1. Next,
the collected data ν1 = (ν01ν11 . . . νM−1 1), which are the
normalized detector counts (
∑M−1
j =0 νjl = 1 for any l) dis-
tributed among the M POVM outcome elements, are used
to obtain the optimal physical probabilities p̂1 that are
“nearest” to ν1, where the caret denotes an estimator. This
automatically defines a convex set C1 of POVMs that are
consistent with p̂1. The logical followup is then to verify if
C1 has zero volume, namely whether it contains just a sin-
gle POVM. Since only one probe state is used, C1 clearly
has finite volume, so the next probe state distinct from the
first is chosen and CQDT repeats, where this time the con-
vex set C2 that is consistent with the probabilities {̂p1, p̂2}
is certified for uniqueness, and so forth (see the schematic
in Fig. 1).
During the Lth step of the iteration, for the sake
of demonstration, we may take the optimal column of
Probe state Collected data
Uniqueness certification
FIG. 1. CQDT as an easy iterative procedure. A probe state is
sent to the unknown POVM and its corresponding and all pre-
vious measurement data are collectively analyzed to see if they
lead to a unique POVM characterization. If this is not the case,
another probe state distinct from all the already chosen ones is
next sent to the POVM and the procedure is repeated until a
unique reconstruction is obtained.
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probabilities p̂ l as the constrained least-squares (LS) solu-







‖p l′ − ν l′‖2
}
subject to ′j ≥ 0,
M−1∑
j =0
′j = 1, (1)
although other statistical options like maximum
likelihood [47–49] may also be applied. In Eq. (1), the
(j + 1)th entry of the column p l′ is tr{ρl′′j }. After which
the uniqueness certification is carried out by computing an
indicator function sCVX over the convex set CL of POVMs
that are consistent with {̂p1, p̂2, . . . , p̂L}. A straightforward
way to do this is to define sCVX = fmax − fmin, where f =∑M−1









FIG. 2. Plots of the IC number of rank-1 probe states (LIC)
against dimension (d) for varying values of the POVM rank r and
M . (a) CQDT on rank-1 POVMs requires only a LIC = 4d − 4
that scales linearly in d, whereas min L for POVMs of higher
ranks behaves as d2 when d ≤ 2r and linearly in d when d > 2r.
(b)–(d) More specifically, in comparison with the results reported
in Refs. [43,46] (dashed curve) for phase retrieval, the typical
number of probe states required to compressively reconstruct
rank-r POVMs (dash–dot curve) is lower as the actual POVM
space is much smaller than the product of Hermitian-operator
spaces when both the positivity and unit-sum constraints are
simultaneously satisfied. The numerical estimates of LIC per-
taining to the linear regime when d > 2r are quoted in the
legends. All graphs stabilize at the fitted functions and are ver-
ified with M = 5d2 (not shown in the figure panels). All 1-σ
error regions (too small to be seen here) are constructed from ten
randomly generated square-root POVMs, which are entangled
measurements, and their noiseless probabilities.
full-rank positive operators. Both function optimizations
are carried out according to the POVM constraints and
LS constraints (tr{ρl̂j } = p̂jl and
∑M−1
j =0 p̂jl = 1 for 0 ≤
j ≤ M − 1 and 1 ≤ l ≤ L). For convenience, a guided
procedure is presented in Appendix A.
Following Ref. [39], it can be shown that if sCVX = 0
then CL contains only a single unique POVM that satis-
fies the LS probabilities, and this is when we denote the
IC number of probe states LIC = L. We note that all the
physical constraints in both the LS optimization and sCVX
computation can be conveniently integrated into semidef-
inite programs, which are generally polynomially efficient
optimization algorithms [50].
III. BENCHMARKING AGAINST LOW-RANK
PHASE-RETRIEVAL PROBLEMS
There is another field of study that is closely related
to the problem of CQDT—the phase-retrieval problem
that finds the IC set of complex signals {φ1, φ2, . . .} to
uniquely identify an unknown Hermitian matrix H in some











FIG. 3. Plots of the IC number of rank-1 product probe states
(LIC) against dimension (d) for measurement bases of various
ranks r and M . The dimension d is chosen to be either a power
of a prime or composite number to showcase a variety of mul-
tipartite product probe states that are numerically investigated
here. For instance, d = 4, 8, 16 are qubit powers, d = 9 is a qutrit
power, and d = 6, 10, and 12 are composite dimensions of qubits
with either a qutrit or a ququint. The main figure specifications
follow those of Fig. 2. The fitted expressions apply to M = 3d,
which represents a good estimate for the actual scaling behavior
of LIC. All 1-σ error regions (too small to be seen here) are con-
structed from ten randomly generated bases and their noiseless
probabilities.
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measurements φ†l Hφl = yl [43–46], for the lth complex
measurement column φl. It was conjectured in Ref. [43]
and later proven in Ref. [46] that the IC number of sig-
nals needed to uniquely characterize a rank-r H of known
r is LprIC = (4dr − 4r2)η(d/2	 − r)+ d2η(r − d/2	) in
terms of the usual Heaviside step function η(·) and the ceil-
ing function ·	 that picks the lowest integer greater than
or equal to its argument.
This expression remains the same even when one
attempts to recover a set of low-rank Hermitian matrices∑
j Hj = 1 that sum to the identity matrix, since this con-
straint merely reflects the linear dependence in the intensi-
ties φ†l Hj φl = yjl with respect to the index l and does not
reduce the number of independent parameters that spec-
ify the individual matrices Hj except for one of them. The
situation becomes starkly different when Hj ≥ 0, which is
that of CQDT. The positivity constraint imposed on all
matrices now heavily restricts the ranges of parameters
these matrices are collectively allowed to possess in order
for the unit-sum constraint to remain true. Therefore, just
like quantum states and processes, compressive methods
are highly effective on quantum measurements because of
the positivity constraint.
To gain a physical understanding of CQDT in the
absence of any form of noise (̂p l = p l), in Fig. 2, we
chart the characteristic behaviors of LIC with respect to
the Hilbert-space dimension d for low-rank POVMs. The
compressive effect arising with low-rank POVMs can
be observed from Fig. 2, with LIC = 4d − 4 = O(d) for
rank-1 POVMs in the limit of a large number (M ) of mea-
surement outcomes where all projectors behave approxi-
mately as independent rank-1 operators despite the unit-
sum constraint. Additionally, this number is believed to
be near optimal [46]. In this case, LIC → LprIC asymptoti-
cally since any rank-1 Hermitian operator ̂j = |φj 〉αj 〈φj |
can be written as a real-scalar multiple (αj ) of a projector
|φj 〉〈φj |, and the only difference between rank-1 phase-
retrieval and CQDT is the constraint αj > 0 for all j such
that enforcing this constraint does not reduce the number
of parameters needed to be specified. On closer inspec-
tion of Figs. 2(b)–2(d), it turns out that LIC < L
pr
IC even
in the large-M limit. This time, unlike the r = 1 case,
imposing positivity on all r eigenvalues of every rank-r
operator significantly reduces the volume of all individual
linear-operator spaces. We emphasize that Fig. 2 illustrates
results based on randomly chosen square-root POVMs,
which are “pretty good” measurements when employed
in quantum-state discrimination problems [51–53] and is
interestingly equivalent to Haar-random POVMs intro-
duced recently in Ref. [54] (see also Appendix B for a
brief recipe to generate them). The enhancement in the
compressibility of CQDT as a consequence of operator
constraints is a rather general quantum phenomenon [31]
that manifests itself in any sort of physical measurements.
A universal feature of CQDT is that any set of distinct
probe states will serve equally well as resources for charac-
terizing measurements. This means that product states may




FIG. 4. Experimental setup. Photons at 810 nm are generated by SPDC from a 3 mm type-I β-barium borate crystal pumped with a
405 nm continuous-wave laser at 50 mW, on two modes selected by interference filters with FWHM = 7.3 nm and single-mode fibers.
Separable probe states are prepared by means of a quarter-wave plate (QWP) at angle ϕ1 followed by a half-wave plate (HWP) at
angle ϑ1 polarization rotations on one qubit in this order and a QWP at angle ϕ2 followed by a HWP at angle ϑ2 on the other qubit
in the same order. After which, the two photons are then sent through a partially polarizing beam splitter (PPBS) with transmittivities
TH = 1 and TV = 1/3, acting as a controlled-Z gate. Two further PPBSs with the same transmittivities, rotated by 90◦, are employed to
compensate for the unbalance in the amplitudes of the two polarization components [55]. A projective measurement is then performed
on each photon by means of a HWP (ϑm1 ) for one output and a HWP (ϑm2 ) for the other, and polarizing beam splitters (PBSs). The
photons are then collected with single-mode fibres and sent to two avalanche photodiodes for detection.
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feature also exists in phase-retrieval problems (refer, for
instance, to Ref. [46] for arguments without any explicit
assumption about the intensity measurements). The under-
lying reason is that the degree of linear independence in
the probe states has nothing to do with their entanglement
content: one can find a complete set of product/separable
operator bases that spans the entire linear-operator space
just as well as an entangled basis. Therefore, one should
expect that the scaling behavior for LIC remains the same
even for product probe states and a rank-r subspace. This
allows one to perform CQDT without entangling opera-
tions acting on the probe states. Figure 3 precisely confirms
this intuition.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION
We formally demonstrate CQDT using an experi-
mental setup as shown in Fig. 4. Two qubits are
encoded in the polarization degree of freedom for pho-
ton pairs generated via spontaneous parametric down-
conversion (SPDC), with |H〉 ≡ |1〉 and |V〉 ≡ |0〉. By
means of HWPs and QWPs we prepare twenty ran-
dom two-qubit probe states as UHWP(ϑ1)UQWP(ϕ1)⊗
UHWP(ϑ2)UQWP(ϕ2)|1〉1|1〉2, where the values of the wave
plate angles vary in the interval −π/2 ≤ ϑ1,ϑ2 ≤ π/2
and −π/4 ≤ ϕ1,ϕ2 ≤ π/4 (see Appendix C for further
details).
The measurement relies on a controlled-Z (CZ) gate,
which is implemented by means of a PPBS [56–59], acting
as UCZ = |0〉〈0| ⊗ σz + |1〉〈1| ⊗ 1 in terms of the Pauli
operator σz. After the gate, a projective measurement is
eventually performed for each qubit by means of a HWP
at an angle ϑm1 for the first qubit, another HWP at an angle
ϑm2 for the second, and PBSs. We consider four differ-
ent POVMs, M(r=1)i = {ij = |ψ ij 〉〈ψ ij |}3j =0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4,
where
|ψ ij 〉 = UCZ[UHWP(ϑ im1)⊗ UHWP(ϑ im2)]|l〉1|l′〉2 (2)
with |l l′〉 ∈ {|00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉}, obtained by fixing the
projection on the first qubit at ϑm1 = 22.5◦ (quoted in
degrees), and adopting for the second qubit the four set-
tings ϑ im2 = 0◦, 7◦, 14◦, 22.5◦. This amounts to varying
from a separable measurement when ϑ im2 = 0◦ to an entan-
gled measurement when ϑ im2 = 22.5◦. We also perform
CQDT on rank-2 POVMs that are defined by linear com-
binations of the basis outcomes inasmuch as M(r=2)i =
{ij = (|ψ ij 〉〈ψ ij | + |ψ ij ⊕1〉〈ψ ij ⊕1|)/2}3j =0, where “⊕” is
addition modulo 4.
The performance of CQDT in terms of the uniqueness
measure sCVX and target POVM fidelity is demonstrated
in Fig. 5. The IC number of probe states LIC, which is
obtained at the value of L for which sCVX first drops
below some small prechosen threshold, for both ranks
























FIG. 5. Two-qubit CQDT for two groups of four measure-
ment bases M1 through M4: (a),(b) four for r = 1 and (c),(d)
another four for r = 2. Despite the effects of statistical and sys-
tematic noise present in the experiment (the latter of which
is more generally known as state-preparation-and-measurement
errors [60–62]), the average value of LIC for both r = 1 and
r = 2, defined by the average value of L at the first instance when
scvx < 10−3, closely matches the noiseless values 12 and approx-
imately 15, respectively. By convention, scvx is normalized by
its value at L = 1. Plots in (b),(d) show the fidelity between
the reconstructed and target POVMs, whereas their insets indi-
cate the fidelity between the reconstructed POVM and a unique
reference POVM derived from 20 probe states. All 1-σ error
regions are constructed from ten experimental runs carried out
with different probe-state sequences.
Fig. 2. To compute the POVM fidelity, we choose to com-
pare the POVM Choi-Jamiołkowski operator [63] since
the corresponding fidelity would then be invariant under
arbitrary permutations of the POVM element label. For
instance, the POVMs M = {1,2,3,4} and M′ =
{4,3,1,2} are treated as one and the same measure-
ment and should therefore give a unit mutual fidelity (see
Appendix D for the technical details of the POVM fidelity
computation).
To unveil how significantly compressive CQDT can get
for high-dimensional systems, we also look at the per-
formance on four-qubit POVMs. These are derived by
considering product measurements of the previous two-
qubit POVMs. Likewise, the corresponding four-qubit
input probe states are also made up of tensor-product con-
stituents of two-qubit probe states. The reader may consult
Appendix C for more information. The CQDT perfor-
mance for these four-qubit product measurement bases are
shown in Fig. 6. Owing to noise and product structures of
020307-5




















FIG. 6. Four-qubit CQDT for two groups of four measurement
bases M1 through M4, where the main figure specifications are
identical to those of Fig. 5. Here, the higher noise levels render
the experimentally found average LIC values less accurate with
respect to the noiseless values for general entangled POVMs
(60 for r = 1 and approximately 99 for r = 2). Plots in (b),(d)
show the fidelity between the reconstructed and target POVMs,
whereas their insets indicate the fidelity between the recon-
structed POVM and a reference POVM that is unambiguously
characterized using 256 probe states.
the POVMs, we find that LIC is less than the corresponding
estimated values in Fig. 2.
In both aforementioned figures, the fidelity is always
less than 1 at L = LIC because of statistical fluctuation in
the data. On this note, it is instructive to recall that previous
studies of overcomplete quantum tomography [27,64–69]
have led to an understanding that measuring probe states of
numbers beyond LIC should generally lead to an improve-
ment in reconstruction fidelity. This is evidently observed
in both Figs. 5 and 6.
In Fig. 7 we present plots for some more linear-
algebraic properties of the reconstructed POVMs for the
sake of completeness. The average rank of all recon-
structed POVMs of the true rank r = 1 is lower than
that for POVMs of r = 2, as it should be. Their devia-
tions, however, are obvious evidence that in the presence
of experimental noise, any sort of rank assumption about
the unknown quantum measurement always comes with
an error margin. Thus, such an assumption is never trust-
worthy without more extensive experimental justification.
The conventional mathematical philosophy of compressed
sensing that starts with a valid rank (or its tight upper
bound) of the unknown quantum measurement cannot be









FIG. 7. Plots of ranks and eigenvalue spectra from com-
pressive reconstructions (sCVX < 10−3) of the same groups of
POVMs for both the (a),(c) two-qubit and (b),(d) four-qubit sys-
tems as in Figs. 5 and 6. Eigenvalue spectra of POVMs of true
ranks r = 1 (solid markers and lines) and r = 2 (open markers
and dashed lines) are shown. The 1-σ error regions in (a),(b) are
computed over all experiments and reconstructed outcomes in
each experiment, and those in (c),(d) also include all the different
POVMs.
hand, the average eigenvalue distributions for both sys-
tems indicate that all reconstructed measurement outcomes
from CQDT are still fairly rank deficient despite such
deviations. This accomplishes the task of compressive
characterization, and further data collection with addi-
tional probe states beyond L = LIC, if the observer so
chooses, would further improve the fidelity up to a sub-
unit asymptote. To note on record, the estimated ranks for
the two-qubit (r = 1, r = 2) and four-qubit (r = 1, r = 2)
measurements, in this order, when the respective experi-
mental datasets of L = 20 and L = 200 probe states are
used are given by 2.250 ± 0.561, 2.875 ± 0.332, 3.644 ±
0.997, and 5.203 ± 2.046, where all statistics are computed
over all POVM types, experiments, and outcomes.
V. CONCLUSION
We have successfully formulated and demonstrated a
highly compressive quantum detector tomography scheme
that allows us to completely characterize any set of low-
rank measurements using only an extremely small set of
probe states relative to the square of the Hilbert-space
dimension.
To explicitly discuss its compressive performance, we
have shown both numerically simulated and real polar-
ization experimental results, which indeed confirm that
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data themselves permit us to know precisely whether the
full measurement reconstructions are sufficiently informa-
tionally complete to unambiguously identify any given
unknown quantum measurement. This works without ever
depending on any kind of additional information (such
as the rank) about the unknown quantum measurement,
thereby making this scheme robust against noise. Further-
more, the experimental observer is free to decide whether
additional probe states are necessary to further increase
the target fidelity, which is unknown in practice. Hence,
an approach that can aid this decision is to recognize that
the fidelity ultimately saturates to a finite value that is sub-
unity, so that the observer may choose to stop measuring
more probe states once the mutual fidelity between the
current reconstructed measurement and the previous one
approaches unity.
From the experimental results, it is also evident that
product probe states can offer high compressibility for
detector tomography. In hindsight, this should not come as
a surprise since previous published works in (compressive)
quantum tomography of various objects strongly indicate
that, as long as the probe states are sufficiently distinct,
a unique reconstruction can still be obtained by a much
smaller set of probe states.
Finally, we have emphasized the connection between
quantum detector tomography and classical phase retrieval,
with the former being a more general physical problem
than the latter that involves additional operator constraints.
Both numerical and experimental results presented here
clearly show that our compressive scheme can even out-
perform known phase-retrieval procedures as it directly
exploits the quantum positivity constraint to reduce probe-
state resources.
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APPENDIX A: EXPLICIT ALGORITHM
We state the iterative procedure of CQDT in the
following.
Compressive quantum detector tomography.—We
start with l = 1 and a set of M unknown POVM outcomes
{j }.
(1) Data collection.—Generate a probe state ρl ran-
domly and measure it with the unknown POVM to
collect normalized data frequencies
∑M−1
j =0 νjl = 1
and form the column ν l = (ν0lν1l . . . νM−1 l).
(2) Physical probabilities computation.—From the
entire set of data gathered thus far, (ν1, ν2, . . . , νL),
look for their corresponding physical probabilities
(̂p1, p̂2, . . . , p̂L), with p̂ l = (̂p0l p̂1l . . . p̂M−1 l).
One may do so by solving the LS problem in Eq. (1),
or another statistical problem of choice, subject to
the POVM constraints j ≥ 0 and
∑M−1
j =0 j = 1
for 0 ≤ j ≤ M − 1.
(3) Uniqueness certification.—Compute the minimum
fmin and maximum fmax of the function f =∑M−1
j =0 tr{̂j Zj }, subject to the constraints ̂j ≥ 0,
tr{ρl̂j } = p̂jl, and
∑M−1
j =0 p̂jl = 1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ M −
1 and 1 ≤ l ≤ L.
Define sCVX = fmax − fmin. If sCVX is smaller than
some prechosen threshold, we stop CQDT and con-
clude that the LS POVM is the unique estimator of
the corresponding LIC = L. Otherwise, raise l by one
and repeat the whole procedure again.
APPENDIX B: SQUARE-ROOT MEASUREMENTS
There exists a simple routine to generate a POVM {j }
whose elements
∑
j j = 1 sum to the identity. For a
rank-r POVM of M elements, this routine is as follows.
Square-root measurement.
(1) Generate a set of M operators Aj represented by d ×
r complex matrices whose entries are independently
and identically distributed according to the standard
Gaussian distribution.
(2) Define S = ∑M−1j =0 Aj A†j .
(3) Define j = S−1/2Aj A†j S−1/2.
The above set of operators then form a POVM
and is commonly coined the square-root measurement.
Recently, it has been shown that such measurements
are in fact equivalent to Haar-random POVMs con-
sidered in Ref. [54], in the sense that algebraically
both kinds of measurements have identical distributions.
These measurements can alternatively be generated as
follows.
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Haar-random measurement.
(1) Begin with the standard basis {|0〉, |1〉, . . . , |M − 1〉}
that spans the vector space CM .
(2) Randomly sample an rM × d isometry operator
V (V†V = 1) from the Haar distribution under the
condition d ≤ rM . This can be done by first gen-
erating an rM × rM complex matrix A, then com-
puting the QR decomposition A = QR and defin-
ing the random Haar-distributed rM × rM uni-
tary matrix UHaar = QL, where L = Rdiag  |Rdiag|,
Rdiag = diag{R}, and “” denotes the Hadamard
division. Finally, we represent V as the rM × d
block of UHaar.
(3) Define j = V†|j 〉〈j | ⊗ 1rV for 0 ≤ j ≤ M − 1,
where 1r is the r-dimensional identity operator.
APPENDIX C: MISCELLANEOUS
EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION
Two-qubit state preparation.—In Table I, we report the
wave plate settings for the preparation of the 20 random
two-qubit probe states.
Four-qubit quantum measurements.—In the main text,
we performed CQDT on four-qubit systems by consider-
ing product and separable measurements of the two-qubit
projectors described in Sec. IV. More specifically, four-
qubit POVMs of ranks r = 1 and 2 are defined using the
TABLE I. Experimental angular configurations (in degrees) for
all optical wave plates responsible for generating the two-qubit
probe states.
State ϕ1 (deg) ϑ1 (deg) ϕ2 (deg) ϑ2 (deg)
1 −25.95 27.46 −42.30 76.53
2 38.98 −9.14 17.29 −36.51
3 −19.24 20.93 −1.52 −60.21
4 −2.80 −35.81 17.10 4.65
5 −14.86 24.84 1.90 −13.63
6 −13.00 68.55 −5.75 −42.08
7 15.05 10.52 −34.70 57.50
8 27.17 30.09 −27.33 50.72
9 41.99 7.78 0.73 −80.72
10 −18.63 28.91 0.49 20.20
11 −42.46 −8.43 35.33 −58.36
12 −0.42 −80.64 6.60 −79.93
13 36.78 83.32 −20.74 22.32
14 24.02 −55.00 9.93 −80.20
15 21.65 7.80 −10.16 6.07
16 −27.10 76.29 −11.84 75.04
17 32.08 −39.84 −41.19 −86.63
18 3.96 86.10 11.22 −1.26
19 −21.22 75.01 35.88 68.69
20 14.54 42.89 41.69 68.41
two-qubit POVMs
M(r=1)i = {ijk = |ψ ij 〉〈ψ ij | ⊗ |ψ ik〉〈ψ ik|}3j ,k=0 ,
M(r=2)i = {ijk = (|ψ ij 〉〈ψ ij | ⊗ |ψ ik〉〈ψ ik|
+ |ψ ij ⊕1〉〈ψ ij ⊕1| ⊗ |ψ ik⊕1〉〈ψ ik⊕1|)/2}3j ,k=0,
(C1)
where “⊕” is addition modulo 4. We note that this is
possible because 〈ψ ij |ψ ik〉 = δj ,k.
Using the 20 two-qubit probe states {ρl}20l=1, whose con-
figurations are listed in Table I, one can generate a total of
400 four-qubit probe states {ρ̃l}400l=1 to choose from for char-
acterizing the Mi by picking ρ̃l ∈ {ρl′ ⊗ ρl′′ , 1 ≤ l′, l′′ ≤
20}. Explicitly, l = 20(l′ − 1)+ l′′. We then shuffle these
400 probe states ten times to set up ten experiments,
each comprising a different sequence of probe states for
data collection with each of the eight four-qubit POVMs
M(r=1,2)i .
With this set of probe states and product/separable mea-
surements, all procedures of CQDT follow the prescrip-
tions stated in Appendix A. For a given POVM index i,
the corresponding four-qubit rank-1 measurement proba-
bilities pijkl = tr{ρ̃lijk} = pijl′pikl′′ may be expressed as the
product of the individual two-qubit probabilities with the
respective two-qubit probe-state constituents, where ρ̃l ≡
ρl′ ⊗ ρl′′ . Those of the rank-2 POVMs, pijkl = (pijl′pikl′′ +
pij ⊕1 l′p
i
k⊕1 l′′)/2, are simply mixtures of two separate prod-
uct probabilities.
APPENDIX D: FIDELITY BETWEEN TWO
MEASUREMENTS
We start by defining the unique square-root operators
Kj =
√
j out of the POVM elements. In the language
of quantum dynamics, these form a set of Kraus operators
that collectively describe the state-reduction map for the
probe state ρ: ρ → Kj ρK†j /pj . We may then represent the
POVM as a whole by a d2-dimensional (trace-normalized)
Choi-Jamiołkowski operator E by defining the canonical









Kj |l〉〈l′|K†j ⊗ |l〉〈l′|. (D1)
Since tr{E} = 1, we may define the POVM fidelity F
of two different Choi-Jamiołkowski operators E and E′
in exactly the same way as we usually do for quantum
states—by means of the function F = tr{(E1/2E′E1/2)1/2}2
that is symmetric in E and E′.
It is obvious that, by construction, F is invariant
under the ordering of measurement outcomes. This bene-
fit is, however, accompanied by an important disclaimer.
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Namely, E is not a one-to-one representation of any
POVM. This is because Eq. (D1) is a result of a uni-
directional mapping {j } → E and in the course of this
procedure information about the individual j are lost;
while {j } guarantees a unique E, a given E can be
obtained from infinitely many sets of Kraus operators [63].
Unlike quantum processes where the Kraus operators are
just mathematical representations of the unique opera-
tor E, quantum measurements correspond to physically
singled-out Kraus operators by construction. So, although
the Choi-Jamiołkowski operator is ideal for computing
the fidelity between two POVMs, (C)QDT cannot be
performed with this operator.
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